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                                AT&T Commitment to Bridge Digital Divide Increases to $5 Billion
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      AT&T addresses recent data set released on dark web
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                            AT&T Releases 2023 Annual Report

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                We invite you to read our 2023 Annual Report to learn more about our leadership in connectivity and how we’re delivering on our purpose to connect people to greater possibility.
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                            AT&T Declares Dividends on Common and Preferred Shares

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                The board of directors today declared a quarterly dividend of $0.2775 per share on the company’s common shares, payable May 1, 2024.
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                            Ask AT&T: Revolutionizing Efficiency and Creativity with AI

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                Learn how the Technology Development Program's AI Learning & Problem Solving Challenge exhibited the potential of AT&T's internal GenAI tool, Ask AT&T.
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                            AT&T Introduces AT&T Internet Air for Business

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                Small, mid-size and large businesses can easily set up our new fixed wireless broadband service in minutes, available nationwide. Learn more.
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                            AT&T Announces AT&T Cloud Voice with Microsoft Teams Phone Mobile

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                This innovative solution offers a secure, mobile-first, AI-driven experience with a single business identity for mobile, desk and Microsoft Teams.
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                            AT&T Helps Keep Customers Connected During the Solar Eclipse

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                Here’s how our network has improved since the last eclipse, plus some eclipse FAQs, and more.
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